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Converting network intelligence
into business value
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In today’s world of rapidly changing communications networks it is crucial for 

Communication Service Providers (CSPs) to maintain a high quality customer 

experience for building brand loyalty and retaining customers. At the same 

time, CSPs are interested in streamlining their operating and capital expenditure 

while improving their service agility and time to market. For these reasons, CSPs 

are beginning to migrate their network infrastructure to Network Functions 

Virtualization (NFV) and Software-defined Networking (SDN) which decouple 

the control of the network from proprietary hardware to software. However, 

to enable this transition and gain the benefits of NFV, CSPs need a dynamic 

Customer Experience Assurance (CEA) solution to assure that customers 

continually enjoy  high quality service during the NFV transformation and which 

in addition delivers a cloud-native CEA solution that raises service assurance and 

customer experience management to a whole new level of automation and 

flexibility when deployed as a Virtual Network Function (VNF). 

For 25 years, RADCOM has been innovating to provide CSPs with solutions that 

empower them to meet their network challenges head-on and continually 

deliver top quality service to their customers.

Converting 
Network Intelligence

Creating 
Business Value

Assuring 
the NFV Future
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RADCOM's MaveriQ
is a 100% software solution, built from the ground up for 
virtualized networks, while also supporting both legacy 
and hybrid networks; providing CSPs with a comprehensive 
solution for assuring their services, network performance 
and the delivering of an exceptional customer experience 
across all network domains. 

In virtual networks such as virtual EPC (vEPC) and virtual IMS 
(vIMS), key interfaces are not visible on physical interfaces. 
Therefore, for CSPs to enjoy the benefits of NFV, while 
assuring the transformation does not affect customers, it is 
critical for CSPs to deploy a CEA solution that is capable of 
monitoring both physical and virtual interfaces.  
RADCOM has made this transition its focus point, ensuring 
service providers have a fully native-NFV solution that allows 
for a smooth transition at the pace determined by the CSP, 
while guaranteeing that any service assurance investment 
made now, is also an investment in the future.

n Over 50% reduction in costs (CAPEX and OPEX) 

n Fast deployment (3-6 month e2e) – automated SW only 
deployment via NFV orchestration

n Business value driven application library, using real-time 
network events

n Agile and unlimited scalability – resources added 
automatically to adapt to network conditions

n More flexibility – instantly add/reassign probes anywhere 
on the NFV network

n Big Data ready – built in architecture for Big Data 
analytics

n Cloud deployment model - for a multiple vendor 
environment   

n True multi-technology support - monitors LTE, VoLTE, 
Wi-Fi, VoWiFi, 3G, VoIP, IMS, SIGTRAN - as well as fixed and 
mobile broadband

n Maintains customer quality of experience by proactive 
troubleshooting

n Minimizes churn by enabling smarter customer care

n Flexible software license model 

n Fully NFV native - monitors vEPC/vIMS 

n Runs as a native VNF connected to all NFV architectures 
and ecosystems 

n Unified product for physical, hybrid and virtual networks

n Critical for a smooth NFV migration 

MaveriQ
by RADCOM



One unified product to fit any NFV migration approach:

Business value – through 
a real-time network data 
application library  

MaveriQ enables each CSP to migrate to NFV at their own 
pace, while assuring their customer experience and network 
services. With the ability to assure both physical and virtual 
networks, MaveriQ allows a CSP to invest in a solution that 
fulfills their service assurance needs now (either for a legacy 
or hybrid network) yet allows the same investment to be 
utilized for the full NFV migration. Whatever the speed of 
the CSP’s transition to NFV, adoption of RADCOM’s MaveriQ 
software will bring about an immediate disruption to the 
sizeable costs associated with physical probe-based service 

MaveriQ’s unique capability to convert real-
time network data into actionable insights 
enables CSPs to implement use cases focused 
on Customer Experience, Marketing, and more 
forward looking areas such as IoT and M2M. 

assurance deployments (during initial setup, network 
capacity upgrades, new technology adoption and annual or 
quarterly maintenance payments). 

Once the CSP has started to migrate to NFV, MaveriQ can 
easily be installed as a Virtual Network Function (VNF) 
that integrates service assurance functionality into the 
network from day one. CSPs can then stop investing in 
physical (equipment-based) probes, and extend the same 
architecture to the legacy (physical) equipment. This results 
in huge savings from the outset. 
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MaveriQ
by RADCOM
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Service assurance
customer experience assurance
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A comprehensive service assurance  
and customer experience assurance 

solution for NFV 

NFV service assurance  
MaveriQ is based on a multi-technology high performance 
virtual probe (vProbe), and can be installed either on 
COTS servers or as a VNF within a fully virtualized network 
environment. It addresses multiple needs: performance 
analysis, customer experience assurance, service monitoring, 
service optimization and network monitoring, as well as 
subscriber and network troubleshooting. By monitoring all 
network technologies, MaveriQ provides CSPs with a unified 
platform to manage the network complexity that occurs 
when running voice, video and data services across multiple 
interfaces and technologies.

MaveriQ can be initially deployed on bare metal x86 COTS 
servers and then later seamlessly transformed into a fully 
NFV-based virtualized solution using the same software 
modules and licenses. RADCOM’s MaveriQ Solution non-
intrusively monitors virtual and/or physical networks, using 
RADCOM’s virtual software probes. These virtual probes 
analyze network traffic in real-time at wire-speed, generating 
real-time XDRs (eXtended Detail Records) per session per 
subscriber. XDRs are transmitted from the vProbes to a central 
backend processing and mediation layer where the XDRs are 
further processed (XDR enrichment, correlation, aggregation, 
alarming) and inserted into the MaveriQ columnar database. 
In parallel, raw packets are stored locally in the virtual probe’s 
storage and are available for packet-level tracing.

RADCOM leverages the latest packet processing technology, 
leading QoE algorithms and over 25 years of industry 

experience and expertise working with the world’s leading 
telecom CSPs. Using RADCOM’s solution for NFV, CSPs can 
rapidly increase network analytics capacity as needed, by 
adding virtual probe instances on additional VMs (probe 
on demand). MaveriQ supports automated onboarding, 
healing and scaling, thus increasing redundancy and network 
availability using standard ETSI-compliant NVF Management 
and Orchestration (MANO). The MaveriQ solution can be 
seamlessly deployed in NFV environments that conform to 
ETSI and TMF architectures.

Using NFV, RADCOM’s solution dramatically reduces CAPEX 
and OPEX by eliminating the need to use costly proprietary 
hardware. In addition, the time and effort required to deploy 
the complete solution is reduced from weeks to hours using 
a completely automated on-boarding process which utilizes 
the latest Cloud and DevOps technologies.

Legacy assurance solutions tend to choke on the demands 
of today’s high capacity networks; but MaveriQ’s modern 
architecture is built to handle the demands of current 
networks and future virtualized networks - that will deliver 
almost unlimited capacity - so that real-time data is delivered 
to the CSP whatever the traffic load. Technologies such 
as massive parallel processing, Big Data analytics and a 
columnar database result in substantially faster processing 
and application responsiveness delivering the critical business 
intelligence to the CSP that they need to maintain network 
services and high network performance.
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NFV customer experience 
assurance 

Highlights 

RADCOM’s MaveriQ CEA uses data captured from multiple 
data sources (network probes, CRM ticketing, billing) for all 
subscribers 24/7, to create a Quality of Experience (QoE) 
index that represents the subscriber’s perception of Quality 
of Experience. This QoE index is calculated for a single 
subscriber, as well as aggregated for handsets, applications, 
geographical locations, network elements, such as MMEs and 
for application groups, such as APNs. The QoE index forms 
the basis of RADCOM’s CEA solution, and provides CSPs with 
a clear and unified view of their customers’ experience across 
multiple services such as streaming video, voice quality and 

n 360° view of the customer’s Quality of Experience

n Provides actionable network intelligence  

n Ensures Quality of Service for voice, data, SMS, fixed 
broadband and VoLTE services

n Reduces churn by proactive troubleshooting and 
predictive analysis 

n Protects revenue streams by improving VIP customer 
experience 

web browsing, running over a wide range of technologies. 
MaveriQ is software-based; allowing CSPs to manage the 
constantly increasing data explosion, without the need to 
deploy expensive hardware. MaveriQ CEA is also available 
as an NFV-ready solution that provides CSPs with a unified 
quality of experience dashboard across physical, hybrid and 
virtual networks.
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Step into the future
with MaveriQ
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Solution overview
RADCOM’s MaveriQ vSibility 

MaveriQ vSibility addresses the challenges of load balancing
high capacity network traffic, and the limitations of today’s 
packet brokers when transitioning to NFV. RADCOM’s 
scalable virtual Network Packet Broker (vNPB) solution 
performs smart load balancing and filtering that distribute 
traffic between vProbes, while maintaining transaction 
and session completeness, to ensure correct KPI and XDR 
calculation in the vProbes.

The vSibility solution can be applied to multiple use cases, 
including monitoring the MME, SGW and DRA virtual or 
physical network elements.

Data Acquisition Layer

RADCOM’s MaveriQ NFV solution covers virtual, physical 
and hybrid network architectures, providing an end-to-end 
Service Assurance view of the network as it is transitioned 
from physical to virtual network functions/elements.

MaveriQ vProbes can receive and process packets from 
multiple sources/methods including virtual port mirroring, 
vTAP, physical port mirroring and directly from VNFs and/or 
TAPs over GRE Tunnels. vProbes utilize technologies such as 
DPDK, SR-IOV and MPP to achieve high software performance 
and efficiency.

In addition, MaveriQ’s backend can receive and process 
XDR/EDR feeds from 3rd party legacy probes and network 
elements using real-time processing modules that convert 
the data to standard formats.

Advanced Real Time Processing Layer 

The centralized backend processing layer is comprised 
of real-time software engines that perform aggregation, 
correlation, and enrichment in real time before XDR insertion 

to the database, thus offloading the database to achieve 
superior performance and making KPIs available in real time 
internally, as well as on northbound interfaces.

The processing layer enables advanced statistical 
computations such as unique subscriber per cell, per 
roaming partner, per website, Top X analysis for instance, top 
performers, top websites, and top handsets on all multiple 
KPIs and over multiple dimensions in a matter of seconds.

Database Layer

The MaveriQ solution includes an embedded state-of-the-art 
HP Vertica column database which provides the ability to 
perform real time analytics for large terabit networks.

The Vertica database is a column based databases that 
stores all information in columns, thus eliminating the need 
for indexing and allowing for smart queries working only 
on relevant columns, as opposed to the entire row, in a 
traditional database.

RADCOM leverages Vertica technology to provide:

� Ultra-fast queries using Massively Parallel Processing 
technologies

� Superior compression reducing CAPEX and allowing 
more historical data to be stored on the same storage

� High availability and recovery 

� Automatic data replication, failover, and recovery 
provide for active redundancy, increasing performance. 
Nodes recover automatically by querying the system

� Columns are duplicated across cluster nodes. If 
one machine goes down, you still have a copy K+1 
redundancy as default. K+2 optional
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Big Data, Analytics, Data Presentation and Applications

RADCOM’s BI and Analytics platform provides users with 
portal based workflows and drillable reports, as well 
as ad-hoc reports to receive end-to-end insights and 
troubleshoot the network, services and subscriber issues, 
customer experience and network performance. It includes 
a suite of applications specially built to serve the needs of 
specialty groups within the CSP’s organization; Customer 
Care, Marketing, NOC, QoE and Network Operations.  Data 
is provided in real time with analytics insights in ready-built 
dashboards within minutes.

MaveriQ Manager

The MaveriQ Manager is the operations, administration and 
management component of the MaveriQ solution. In an NFV 
deployment it acts as the VNF Manager that synchronizes 
with the orchestration and installs the system via the 
onboarding procedure. Once the MaveriQ Manager has 
installed and verified the system is up and healthy, it runs 
scripts to automatically configure the system so that the 
system is fully operational and ready to monitor the network. 
While MaveriQ is running, the MaveriQ Manager constantly 
communicates with all the solution elements to make sure 
system health is maintained, assuring that network services 
and customer experience are monitored at all times. When  
MaveriQ vSibility is deployed, the MaveriQ Manager also 
handles the operations, administration and management of 
the virtual network brokers  and virtual taps; optimizing the 
workload and  efficiency of the visibility and  
acquisition layers.     

Highlights 
n Orchestration & Automation via MaveriQ Manager

n Software only solution  

n Low footprint / high performance

n Unlimited horizontal scalability 

n Smart session-aware load balancing for MME as well as S/PGW traffic 

Cloud-Native

RADCOM’s MaveriQ is a cloud-native solution providing 
CSPs with an agile service assurance solution that can 
be seamlessly deployed in different cloud environments 
which can be scaled up and down, as and when needed. By 
designing MaveriQ to be cloud-native, RADCOM decoupled 
the solution’s functionality from physical hardware, 
unleashing a whole new level of automation and agility 
(when deployed in an NFV environment); such as automated 
on boarding, advanced scaling and on demand probing. 
CSPs can also enjoy the benefits of a cloud-native solution 
even when deploying MaveriQ on a physical network. With 
all the MaveriQ functionality being in software, the solution 
can be deployed on standard Commercial-off-the-Shelf 
(COTS) hardware passing on significant savings to the CSP 
from the initial deployment through to maintenance and 
network capacity upgrades.
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Ensuring CSPs deliver an exceptional 
customer experience
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Tier 1 references
The MaveriQ solution is widely deployed with Tier 1 CSPs 
worldwide.  Recently, due to RADCOM’s NFV expertise 
and proven ability to deliver and support large scale 
implementations for Tier 1 operators AT&T selected 
RADCOM as its sole assurance vendor for its domain 2.0 
project. AT&T’s goal in this project is to transition 75% of its 
network to NFV by 2020. 

“RADCOM is a disruptor in the service assurance area that 
has not played in the traditional hardware probe business. 
We were seeking an innovative solution to virtualize the 
probing function from a software-centric company.  

We believe that virtualization of service assurance can 
provide distinct advantages... RADCOM’s MaveriQ software 
has the right features, performance, efficiency and scalability 
to serve a large complex customer like AT&T.” - Susan A. 
Johnson, senior vice president of global supply chain at AT&T.

To read more:

• AT&T Story

• Media reference

http://about.att.com/story/att_uses_radcom_innovative_technology.html
http://www.lightreading.com/nfv/radcom-snags-atandt-in-vnf-win/d/d-id/725213
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